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The ALIENO token is a cryptocurrency and is a multichain token, integrated 
into the ecosystem of ALIENO - developer and manufacturer of the ALIENO 
electric hypercars. 
 

The development and the maintenance of the ALIENO token is carried out 
by ALIENO, and for the financial support of this process relies mainly on 
the ALIENO community based on a win-win model, which is as follows: in 
case of greater interest and respectively purchases and sales of the 
ALIENO token, ALIENO will have greater resources for the development of 
the ALIENO token in particular and its activities in general. This is expected 
to lead to an increase in the price of the token and an opportunity for the 
ALIENO community to make a profit from trading with it. 
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An up-to-date list, information and details about the blockchains in which the ALIENO token is 
available, are available at the following address: 
https://alienotoken.com/blockchains 
 

It is expected that in the future, the ALIENO token will be available also in other blockchains, in 
order to directly use their technologies in the activities of ALIENO. The aim is for the ALIENO token 
to be available in all leading, innovative and growing blockchains. 
 

Initially, 1 billion ALIENO tokens were issued in each of the blockchains, given the expectations 
that ALIENO will become a company Unicorn with a valuation of over 1 billion USD, but only the 
necessary amount of ALIENO tokens will be put into circulation periodically to support the 
activities of ALIENO. 
 

The initial coin offering (ICO) of the ALIENO token is limited to a maximum of 10 million ALIENO 
tokens in total in all blockchains, at a starting price of 1 USD per piece, i.e. the equivalent of 9 
million EUR (about 10 million USD). ALIENO is raising this capital to complete the first stage of the 
construction of its production factory in Tuhovishta, Bulgaria, in which to start the initial 
production of the ALIENO hypercars. By comparison, the company's valuation in 2021 is 90 million 
EUR (about 100 million USD). 
 

The initial liquidity of the ALIENO token, is provided through the free capacity of the ALIENO 
ACRYPTO supercomputer. ALIENO ACRYPTO is a supercomputer built by ALIENO in order to 
develop and train the artificial intelligence of the ALIENO hypercars. It is based on mining rigs and 
resembles a crypto farm. The excess heat from its operation is used to heat the headquarters and 
the R&D center of ALIENO. Detailed information about ALIENO ACRYPTO is available at the 
following address: 
https://alienotoken.com/alieno-acrypto-supercomputer 
 

The ALIENO token is the main tool with which ALIENO enters the blockchain technology in order to 
develop and implement blockchain based solutions in its activities and in its hypercars. 
 

The progress and the innovations around the ALIENO token, for which are expected to increase its 
market capitalization, are announced and marked by ALIENO as boosters (meaning boosters of its 
market price and market capitalization, respectively). 
 

An up-to-date list, information and details about the already implemented boosters of the ALIENO 
token, are available at the following address: 
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https://alienotoken.com/boosters 
 

With the development of the ALIENO token, the booster lists will be periodically updated and 
supplemented by ALIENO. 
 

The initial coin offering (ICO) of the ALIENO token at a price of 1 USD per piece, takes place on the 
official website of the ALIENO token. Direct address: 
https://alienotoken.com 
 

ALIENO reserves the right to refuse the execution of a specific order at its discretion. 
 

The initial coin offering (ICO) of the ALIENO token at a price of 1 USD per piece starts on date 
21.12.2021 and is limited in time, as depending on the interest generated will last from several 
days to several months, during which the price will gradually rise, so it is possible that the current 
purchase price of the ALIENO token is different from its starting price of 1 USD per piece. In 
parallel, the ALIENO token will be listed in stages in the main decentralized exchanges (DEX) of the 
respective blockchain, the current list and status of which is available at the following address: 
https://alienotoken.com/decentralized-exchanges 
 

The trade with the ALIENO token, as well as all other activities related to it, are carried out by and 
at the expense of EDNORO Ltd - a company from the ecosystem of ALIENO. 
 

With certificate number BB-39 from 10.12.2021, EDNORO Ltd is entered by the central office of 
the NATIONAL REVENUE AGENCY (NRA) of Bulgaria, in the Public Register of the legal entities, 
which by occupation provide services for exchange between virtual currencies and recognized 
currencies without gold plating, and of the providers of wallets, which offer custody services. 
 

The name of EDNORO Ltd is not accidental and comes from the Bulgarian word "ednorog", which 
means "unicorn". 
 

   
 

ALIENO uses EDNORO Ltd as a blade for these new segments (cryptocurrencies and blockchain 
technologies) in which it enters. 
 

Founder and owner of EDNORO Ltd is Ahmed Merchev, who is also founder and majority 
shareholder of ALIENO Ltd. 
 

Up-to-date information about the ALIENO token, is available on its official website. Direct address: 
https://alienotoken.com 
 
Trading with the ALIENO token, like trading with other cryptocurrencies, carries risk of large losses 
and this information is not financial advice, but the personal views and expectations of ALIENO. 
ALIENO Ltd and EDNORO Ltd, as well as the other companies and individuals from the ALIENO 
ecosystem, do not bear any responsibility for losses related to or caused by the ALIENO token, the 
trade, the processes and the services related to it. All of them are entirely at the expense of the 
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consumer, so be responsible and reasonable and invest only assets, that you can afford to lose 
completely. 
   


